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Net Zero Targets 

What exactly is Net Zero…..? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Net Zero next – does everyone understand what it means? 



Image: https://viva.org.uk/planet/the-issues/climate-crisis/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just to ensure that we all understand what Net Zero is the simplest explanation starts with climate change and ends with a taking a bath. All the activities that we do as people on the earth cause green house gasses like C02 and Methane to be released into the atmosphere. These accumulate and eventually clogs up the atmosphere, causing the heat that normally dissipates into space and cooling the planet, to instead get trapped and heat it back up. This in turn is causing our traditional weather patterns to become more and more erratic, and we’re all starting to see and experience this now in our daily lives. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We now have flooding in places like Cornwall and it is becoming a summer norms for the UK. The Beast from the East was hailed as a once in a generation event but experts predict that this type of even is becoming more prevalent and we need to be prepared for it.  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although we may think high summer temperatures are fun, 40deg in the UK last year is NOT normal. And neither was Storm Arwen that wiped out 8million trees in Scotland alone. All of this is changing the planet, and without action the world will eventually become uninhabitable. Sounds dramatic? But it is true. So, what global governments want us to do is to get to a point where we have the release of Green House Gases under control and we prevent global warming from getting out of hand. The best and easiest way to do this is to reach Net Zero. 



Net zero measures the amount of Greenhouse Gases 
that an organisation consumes, produces and offsets in 

its day to day activities. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To understand Net Zero think of a bath. You fill up the bath but can’t ever turn off the tap. If you block up the plug the water keeps coming, overflows and you’re left too hot, uncomfortable and with a mess to clean up. But if you balance the flow of water into the bath, and the flow of water out of the plug hole carefully you can eventually keep the level of the bath water consistent and the same and you can have a nice bath. Reaching Net Zero is similar. We want to balance the level of Greenhouse gases being put into the atmosphere with the amount we take out. And around the world, Nations and Governments are putting legislation in place to force us to do it because it’s now critical. Not everyone’s bath can be perfect so it’s up to us to try to help each other. Some will have nicer baths than others, some will have better fixes to control the flow in or fix the plug From here on in, it does get a bit more complicated, but we are going to break it down and explain what it means for your organisations. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Under Scope 1 it is about energy you use in terms of how much and what type. Think about the bills you receive which show how much gas or electricity you have used and are being billed for. So we have to look at:  Heating Sources – Electrical and Gas Consumption related to the primary heating system. If you had solar, air source, ground source or wind energy being generated ON SITE then this is obviously the better solution.  Scope one also looks at other emissions being created through direct consumption: Vehicles that the organisation owns  - cars, vans, busses – excluding electric vehicles. You only need to think about your petrol and diesel assets. Ghgs produced from Air conditioning etc are also included.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scope 2 looks at the energy you buy and where it comes from. So unlike before which looks at what type of energy you use and how much, this is focussed on how that energy is created in the first place.If you make some of it yourself (e.g. solar panels, wind turbine, air source hear pump) this bit won’t count here as it’s green energy already. In Scotland we have Nuclear and oil and gas. However, we are also very good at Hydro electric and on and off shore wind, plus we’re really starting to ramp up new energy sources from waste, landfill gas, wave and biomass. Overall we’re moving in a reasonably positive direction and we have days each year where all the countries needs are met by renewable sources alone. You reduce scope 2 exactly the same what that you do for Scope 1. Reduce the need to use energy. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scope 3 is really hard to do but you need to start somewhere. There are 15 categories of measurements and not all will apply to an organisation. You have to look at what categories apply to you and often you’ll need help to do this. Some are obvious – for example we all purchase thing to work with on our office – pens, paper, furniture etc. Others are more complicated. For example investments can cover consideration of the assets an organisations holds in their pension scheme. You reduce Scope 3 by making different choices.Sometimes it’s about consuming less (e.g. buy less goods, buy local, and reduce waste), Sometimes it’s about consuming differently (e.g. using preloved furniture, upcycling, or using wooden spoons rather than plastic ones)Sometimes it’s about changing policy (e.g. changing a travel policy so UK flights are banned and you must us an electric train) And sometimes its about behaviour (e.g. introducing access to cheap loans to buy electric cars, or a staff discount for bus travel). There is a huge variety of possibilities in this scope. And when you know your baseline data you’ll be able to see what the impact is and what to focus on. 



Net Zero Targets | The Numbers 
• The whole University has to tackle Net Zero. 

• We have measured everything in the University and now have some results. 

• These results will form an Action Plan. 

• Estates will be really critical in this BUT we are not the biggest problem….  

1 2 3

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 13

16.44% 1.44% 82.12%

These are the bits we 
need to work on in ECS

96,126,938 kgCO2e

These are the bits the whole 
University needs to work on

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is our carbon footprint – That is a really big number but what does it actually mean? Well, we have measured all of our footprint and looked at the three scopes. This is the result. As you can see we have now looked at Scope 3 and all of the categoried in there and noted 8 that are relevant to us. We’ve measured these and this give us the total value of the carbon foot print. So what is relevant to us? As a directorate, the bit we have to tackle is Scope 1 and 2. 
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The Government Targets are a legal  requirement and enforced 
through The Climate Change Acts 2008 & 2009. 

There is a growing desire in Scotland to link the Net Carbon targets 
to funding and taxation. 

We are at risk of penalty taxes and stifling our ability to obtain 
funding in the future if we do not support the targets proactively. 

In addition, we are eroding our competitive edge as many 
organisations use their green credentials as a showcase. 

We may be missing out on a marketing opportunities. 

Lose access to funding & face extra costs
Lose market advantage 

Lose reputation status in this area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Climate Change Act 2008 (Scotland 2009) committed the UK to an 80% reduction in carbon emissions relative to the levels in 1990, to be achieved by 2050. In June 2019, secondary legislation was passed that extended that target to “at least 100%”.While the amended Climate Change Act imposes a legal obligation on the government, it is not clear how this will be enforced. The Government Targets are a legal  requirement and enforced through The Climate Change Act 2008. It percolates down to businesses like ours through policy enforcement. At this time most policy is being enforced through legislation that governs major building works and installations but there is a growing desire in Scotland to link the Net Carbon targets to funding and taxation. We are at risk of penalty taxes and stifling our ability to obtain funding in the future if we do not support the targets proactively. This includes funding for capital investment as well as research activities. In addition, we are eroding our competitive edge as many orgainsations use their green credentials as a showcase. These achievements are being actively linked into league tables what affect student perception, and it is increasingly a conscious concern of staff. John’s story – we are 5 years behind other competitors. 



• Dealing with listed estate
• Dealing with travel: business travel, 

conferences, commuting, student travel
• Changing behaviours
• New kit versus refurbished kit and doing 

procurement differently
• New technologies
• The difficulty of the last 25%
• Offsetting what can’t be reduced

• Good and bad offsetting
• Offsetting, values and social purpose
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Net Zero Carbon| Challenges

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To do this we are going to have to recognise and understand some fo the challenges that we are going to be facing. Whilst we are not going to be alone in this – all businesses, organisations and industry need to get behind this – we have got to recognise that we have to all pull in the same direction. And even if you do not agree with the approach, the science of climate change or any of the initiatives that we’re doing, this will be a spend to save initiative. The positive benefits that we will reap from a change will likely save us money in the long run and should be able to determine a return on our investment. Offsetting is going to be a key attribute to our approach, but it is crucial to recognise that there is a lot of risk around putting all your eggs in the offsetting basket. It’s very important that everyone understands that offsetting is the final straw to grab – it should be for the final elements that you can’t eliminate. And choosing the right solution can bring lots of reputational risks as well. When we start to explore this we will need to ensure that we’re fully aware of the potential position we are presenting. 



• Dundee’s Climate Leadership Group
• Eden Dundee
• Sustainability Institute
• Research Expertise in Sustainability across the 

University
• MSc in Sustainability
• Pre-Matric Module: Climate Action and 

Sustainability
• On Boarding Module for new staff
• Embedding climate issues in the curriculum and 

business planning 
• Commitment to PassivHaus and EnerPhit 

building solutions 
• Investment in Digital to support reduced carbon
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Net Zero Carbon| Making A Difference

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The University are involved in number of initiatives within the region and we have our own internal Carbon Action Planning Group as well. Our current mission is to: Promote the concepts of sustainability. To embed Net Zero thinking in our dicision making process To ensure our staff and students understand the implications of their choices. To teach our students of the issues of Net Zero, Climate Change and Sustainability and how they can help too. We will do this at a grass roots level at entry to our organisation and then embed this throughout our actions going forwards. 
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Net Zero Carbon| Your Next Steps  
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Where we need help from Schools / Directorates:

→ Contribute towards the development and Implementation of 
clear policies to support Net Zero. 

→ Work with ECS to envelop building fabric and infrastructure 
strategies (e.g. passivhaus, EnerPHit, Energy strategy) into all 
capital projects

→ Work with ECS to programme and plan for minimising disruption 
as the Infrastructure plan is rolled out

→ Change working practices (e.g. travel, procurement) and adopt 
new policies positively 

→ Consider Net Zero as part of all Business Proposal Planning 

→ Consideration of academic impact and key areas to pursue

→ Consideration of business and operational impacts and key 
areas to pursue
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Net Zero Carbon| The challenge…. 
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How far does the University want to take its ambition? 

My2050 calculator - create your pathway for the UK to be net 
zero by 2050 (beis.gov.uk)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The University need to choose some targets that cover the three Scopes and develop appropriate polices and frameworks to support these initiatives moving forwards. There are many areas that could be addressed but not all would be relevant to us given our unique set of circumstances (e.g. lots of listed buildings may cause us issues). Demonstrate the options using the link. 

https://my2050.beis.gov.uk/?levers=111111111111111
https://my2050.beis.gov.uk/?levers=111111111111111
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